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A visitor to Marsh Lane,
Eckington, Derbyshire
Thursday 18th October 2018
Our visitor listened to what the
local people had to say about
fracking in our communities,
about our voices being ignored.
Our visitor had already done
his own research and knew
about the ‘science’ that BEIS
repeatedly refers to. He knew
that the true science shows
fracking to be harmful to our
health, our children and vulnerable citizens, our water, our air, our
land, our environment, our wildlife, our insects, our trees, our
everything. Our worries about fracking in ex-mining areas, our
worries about the report from IPCC about climate change.
This visitor did not refer to us as a ‘traveling circus’, he listened.
The venue was standing room only, many more people were outside,
simply not enough room for them inside.
Our visitor listened to us. Our visitor did not look down upon us, our
visitor treated us with respect. Our visitor pledged to ban fracking.
Image courtesy Alan Finney. Great pic Alan 😊

The Public Are
Waking Up To
The Dangers Of
Fracking
Medact

“The arguments against fracking on public
health and ecological grounds are
overwhelming. There are clear grounds for
adopting the precautionary principle and
prohibiting fracking”
– Quote from an open letter in the BMJ in support of Medact’s report on Health and
Fracking: the impacts & opportunity costs.
Medact began looking at the evidence regarding the safety of fracking in 2014 when it
became UK policy to pursue shale gas extraction in the UK. Health concerns that have
been raised in the US where it has been practised at scale for over a decade, relate to
management of the waste water produced, the risk of leakage of gases and chemicals
into surrounding air and water, the nuisance effects, and socio-economic impacts.
The first Medact report, Health and Fracking, bought together a range of experts to
examine the available evidence regarding the health hazards and risks associated with
fracking.
Since then, the report’s lead author David McCoy has given expert witness testimony to
the public inquiry into fracking in Lancashire, at which he presented health evidence in
defence of a local decision to refuse a planning application for exploratory drilling
licences.
In July 2016 Medact released an updated summary report, linked to a longer fullyreferenced review of the evidence, which reaffirms the conclusions of the first report
based on the significantly increased body of peer-reviewed evidence.

Drill or Drop?

Breaking:

Appeal court quashes “manifestly
excessive” jail sentences for fracking
protest
BY RUTH HAYHURST ON OCTOBER 17, 2018 •

The Lord Chief Justice, Sir Ian Burnett, said:
“Immediate custodial sentences in this case were manifestly excessive.
“In our judgement the sentence that should have been imposed was a
community order that had a significant requirement of unpaid work.”
The Lord Chief Justice said:
“These three men have spent three weeks in jail, which is the equivalent of a
six week sentence. As a result of that we have agreed that the proper sentence
is a conditional discharge for two years.”

When justice is done, it is a joy to the righteous but
terror to evildoers.
Proverbs 21:15

The Guardian

We have 12 years to limit climate
change catastrophe, warns UN
Jonathan Watts 08.10.2018

Urgent changes needed to cut risk of extreme heat, drought, floods and poverty, says
IPCC
The world’s leading climate scientists have warned there is only a dozen years for global
warming to be kept to a maximum of 1.5C, beyond which even half a degree will
significantly worsen the risks of drought, floods, extreme heat and poverty for hundreds
of millions of people.

But you know all about this Ms Perry, James Hanson has written to
you personally to underline his objections, warning that ‘your decision
to pursue fracking in England is a serious policy error that would
contribute to climate breakdown’, that you are ‘aping Donald Trump
and ignoring Scientific evidence’
“So the UK joins Trump, ignores science… full throttle ahead with the worst fossil
fuels,” Hansen told the Observer. “The science is crystal clear, we need to phase out
fossil fuels starting with the most damaging, the ‘unconventional’ fossil fuels such as
tar sands and ‘fracking’.”

Drill or Drop?

Hundreds gather at fracking site
for climate rally
BY RUTH HAYHURST ON OCTOBER 20, 2018 •

The former Lib Dem leader, Tim Farron, said he had chosen to come to
the rally, rather than the march in London for a people’s vote on leaving the
EU. He said:
“Leaving the EU is nothing to the existential threat to humanity of
climate change
“The most important reason to oppose fracking at this site is that
fossil fuels must stay in the ground.”
The deputy head of the Green Party, Amelia Womack, said:
“It’s rank hypocrisy that politicians who supported the suffragettes
are currently criminalising peaceful protest.
From the draconian use of injunctions to the wrongful imprisonment
of three anti-fracking activists, a sustained attack on the right to
protest is making it harder and harder for people to stand up for what
is right.”
David Kesteven, chair of Eckington Against Fracking, said

Ineos may have won a public inquiry to secure
permission to explore for shale gas at Marsh Lane in
Derbyshire.
But he said:
“They are going to have walk through us and they
have absolutely no chance.”

Blackpool Gazette, Friday 19th October.,2018

FRACKING IN LANCASHIRE: FOUR earth
tremors recorded in two days close to
Cuadrilla’s gas site
The Metro

Blackpool hit by four earthquakes just
days after fracking started again in
the area
Jane WhartonFriday 19 Oct 2018

The Guardian, Matthew Taylor, Friday 19.10.2018

UK is endangering people's health by
denying their right to clean air, says
UN
World body urges Conservative government to ‘step up and show
leadership’ on the air pollution crisis

The Independent

Energy minister accused of contradicting
herself by using threat of Russia to justify
fracking
Claire Perry has warned of reliance on Russian gas despite previously indicating this is not a concern
•

Josh GabbatissScience Correspondent @josh_gabbatiss

Energy minister Claire Perry has been accused of making a “muddled” case
for fracking in the UK,
Ms Perry spoke out in support of the controversial fossil fuel technology,
claiming shale gas extraction was needed to ensure the country is not dependent
on gas from Russia.
However, this appears to contradict previous statements she made, which saw
her claim that Britain was “in no way reliant” on Russian gas.
“What are they going to cook their kids’ tea on? It’s likely to be gas and do we
actually want to be reliant on Mr Putin for our gas supply?” she said.
To avoid reliance on Russian supplies she wanted to exploit the shale gas “that’s
right beneath our feet”, she added.

Ms Perry, are INEOS proposing to Frack in
England to save us from the Russians?
INEOS have publicly stated, here, in our village
halls, that they will use the gases from fracking as
‘feedstocks’ for their factories.
INEOS produce plastic. In a world being
suffocated by plastic do INEOS want to produce
even more?
Is this the reality? Is this why our health and
environment are being put at risk? plastic?

Will we recycle our plastic Ms Perry?
The Telegraph, Katie Morley, 18.10.2018
The Environment Agency is understood to be investigating the
plastics recycling industry over claims that millions of tonnes of
plastic is never actually recycled, meaning consumers may have
been wasting time separating plastic waste.

Apparently not.

The Guardian

As the fracking protesters show, a
people’s rebellion is the only way to
fight climate breakdown
George Monbiot, 18.10.2018

Our politicians, under the influence of big business, have failed us. As
they take the planet to the brink, it’s time for disruptive, nonviolent
disobedience
Nowhere is the gulf between public and private interests more obvious than in
governments’ response to the climate crisis. On Monday, UK energy
minister Claire Perry announced that she had asked her advisers to produce a
roadmap to a zero-carbon economy. On the same day, fracking commenced at
Preston New Road in Lancashire, enabled by the permission Perry sneaked
through parliament on the last day before the summer recess.
The minister has justified fracking on the grounds that it helps the country affect
a “transition to a lower-carbon economy”. But fracked gas has net emissions
similar to, or worse than, those released by burning coal. As we are
already emerging from the coal era in the UK without any help from
fracking, this is in reality a transition away from renewables and back
into fossil fuels.
The government has promoted the transition by effectively banning
onshore wind farms, while overriding local decisions to impose
fracking by central diktat. Now, to prevent people from taking back
control, it intends to grant blanket planning permission for frackers
to operate.

‘None of it makes sense, until you remember the
intimate relationship between the fossil fuel
industry, the City (where Perry made her fortune)
and the Tory party, oiled by the political
donations flowing from both sectors into the
party’s coffers. These people are not serving the
nation. They are serving each other.’

The Green Party would BAN FRACKING
The Liberal Democrats would BAN FRACKING Too
Wales, Scotland and Ireland do not force fracking on their citizens.
Why are the Conservatives the only UK political party to force this
vile, insidious industry upon the citizens of England? Why does the
Conservative Party remain deaf to the peoples’ voices?
Come and have a cup of tea with us Ms Perry. End The Madness

